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1829 White Bear Ave. - Maplewood, MN 55109
Phone: 651-770-3841 – Fax: 651-770-1725

www.hejnyrental.com

Sno-Cone Machine/Ice Shaver

Danger! No direct contact to equipment by the general public should be allowed when used in food service locations. Only trained personnel should
operate this equipment.
Attention! Carefully read any and all instructions before beginning operation of the equipment.
Warning! Never put your fingers or any object into the shaver body (the gooseneck) while the motor is running. Serious injury may occur.
Danger! Machine must be properly grounded to prevent electrical shock to personnel. Do Not immerse the equipment in water. Always unplug the
equipment before cleaning or servicing!

INSTALLATION
MACHINE DESCRIPTION
This Sno-Cone Machine is an automatic shaver with a tremendous capacity. You will find that it keeps up with any demand; as soon as you put ice
into the hopper, it is shaved into small ice chips. This Sno-Cone Machine consists of the hopper, which houses the cutter head, the pusher handle,
the motor, the display case, and a scoop.

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
This Sno-Cone Machine operates on 120 Volt, 15 Amp, single phase, 60 cycle AC current. It operates on 230 Volt, 50 cycle. Be sure that your
electrical supply meets this requirement.

ICE REQUIREMENTS
This Sno-Cone Machine can take ice cubes or block ice. Block ice must be broken into pieces approximately 3 to 4 inches in size.
NOTE: The ice will not enter the shaving chute if the pieces are too large.

MACHINE OPERATION
1. Fill the hopper to within an inch of the top with ice cubes or block ice (no larger than 3" to 4"). The larger the pieces, the better the snow.
2. Turn on the display case light if applicable.
3. Switch the motor on. Wait for the motor to come to full speed (a minute or so).
4. Push the pusher handle down against the ice in the hopper. Apply firm and even pressure to make the best snow. Practice will allow you to

gauge when to stop pressing. This allows the ice to resettle against the shaver head. You may find that you need to relieve the pressure two or
three times in a cycle. Too much pressure will result in snow that is coarse; too little pressure will make the snow mushy.

NOTE: Never allow any foreign or metallic objects around the shaver area of the Sno-Cone Machine. Ice picks, scoops, and debris that may be in
the ice often damage blades.

CLEANING PROCEDURE
1. Remove all ice from the ice hopper.
2. Operate the motor for several minutes to remove any water collection on the cutter head.
3. Turn off the POWER switch.
4. Unplug the power cord from the electrical outlet.
5. Using a clean cloth, wipe down the inner surface of the ice hopper and ice pusher. Caution, blades are sharp!
6. Using warm soapy water, wipe the exterior surfaces and display cabinet.


